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Experiments with phase conjugation may help link physics to mctaphysicsand metaphysics to a comprehensive spiritual world view.
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n the United States and the Soviet
Union, scientists compete to perfect optical phase conjugation-a process that
can reverse the motion ofa beam of light.
causinga n imagescmmbled bya n irregular medium (such as frosted glass) to return to its original, undistorted form. They
hope to use reversed light beams to focus
laser weapons on enemy missiles.
At Syracuse University an eminent
physicist appears before a large audience.
A professor of religion introduces him as
the man who may save the world from the
fragmentation o f modern Western th inkingand bring people to a platform o ftmnscende ntal wholeness. The physicist then
begins expounding metaphysical ideas
based o n physics and Eastern p h ilosoph y.
Although it may seem surp rising, the
military research work and the university
A beam o rligbt eme rging from a cloud focuses o n
a screen to form a s harp image o f a n apple. Alth ough this seems highly improbable, such a
beam could actually be generdted us ing the
technology o f the optical phase conjugatio n.
This gives a hint as to how the manifestation of
organized form. whic h to mundane visio n
seems 10 proceed aUlomatical1 y from disorgan'
iz(d malt(r.can be directed by an unseen tran sce nd ental intelligence.

leeture share a common foundation in a
fundamental fe ature of the laws ofphys·
ics. To understand how this is so, let us
first consider optical phase conjugation.
The application of the technology o f
optical p hase conjugation to "star
weapons systems isstill in the conceptual
stage, but the unscrambling of light that
has passed through frosted glass has actuallybeendemonstrated(seeFigure I). In a
typical experiment. light is refl ected from
an object and passes through frosted
glass. causing the light beam to distort in a
complicated way. The beam then refleets
from a device called a phase conjugate
mirror, which reverses the distorted beam
and passes it back through the frosted
glass. When the light enlers an observer's
eye, he perceives a cleM, undistorted image of the original object instelld of a garbled blur. which he would see if the image
were reflected back through the glass by
an ordinary mirror.
As the refl ected beam leaves the p hase
co njugate mirror. it h as the curious
properties that (I) it encodes information
fo r the original image in a distorted,
unrecognizable form. and (2) as time
passes, the apparently random distortion
is red uced, and the information con·
tained by the beam becomes clearly

fes t. Normally we would expect to see just
the opposi te-a pattern contain i ng meaningful information will gradually degrade
unti l the information is irretrievably lost.
According to classical physical theory,
however, the laws of p hysical dynamics
are reversible, and thus it is possible in
theory for any physical process to run
backwMd a nd recreate an earlier state of
affairs from its later end product. This
implies that info rmation is never actually
lost as a result o f physical transformations, and in principle it might be possible
to again extract the information from the
cosmic energy background. The restoration ofa garbled image by a phaseconjugate mirror seems to provide an example
o f this.
While the phase conjugate mirror example shows an apparently random pattern being produced by letting a n orderly
pa Item degrade by na tuml processes, random patterns ca n also be p rod uced in
other ways. In some teehniquesofoptical
phase conjugation, o ne adds to the reflecting beam a predistorted image-of a
face, for example-that was not present
when the beam first passed through the
clouded glass. As the beam retraces its
path, the face undistorts and becomes
clearly visible.
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Figure I : AJiugram ofappuralus fo r scnJ in gan image through
medium suc h <lsa pane
of rroslcd glass or a cloud. Light from Ihe hlscr(at le ft) lirsl p<tsscs throug h the distorting medium
Hnd Slores in the phase conjugu lc mirror (right) in formation encoding th,ll mediu m's p1trlil:ular
pil!lcrn of distortion. The first pump bC1tm of the phus!! conjugutc mirror pusses through u transp(ITcncy oft he i muge \0 be Iransmillcd and iscombincd with Ihcd islorlion information cm.:odcd i n
Ihe phase conjugate mirror. The result is a prcdislortcd bClIrn that mov\."S \0 the left th rough the dislOfting med i um. emerges on the 01 h er side. 11 nd carries \0 I he OhscTvcr(lop 1eC!) a sharp image Or1 he
pic1ure being 1ransmilled.

This example of resea rch in optical
phase conjugation has bearing o n metaphysical q uestions. Could it be that the
universal background of random electromagnetic noise incorporates pallerns that
are imposed on the physical medium by a
transcendental source of order, and which
are programed to naturally generate orderly forms and sequences of events?
The Im plicate Order
As it turns out. the fa ct that dispersed
information can give rise to localized organization has been used as the cornerstone for a comprehensive metaphysical
world view. Th is is the theory of the implicate order, devised by David Bohm-the
physicist in our second scenario.
Bohm generally illustrates his ideas
with an apparatus consisting of two concentric cylinders with the space in between filled with a viscous Iluid such as
glycerine. If a drop of ink is placed on the
surface of the Iluid and the outercylinder
is slowly rotated, the drop will be drawn
out into a long, thin strand th at ultimately
will become invisible. lfthe outer cylinder
is then slowly rotated in the opposi te direction, the stretching out of the drop will
be reversed, and at acenain time the drop
will again become brielly visible. T hen it
will again stretc h out a nd d isappear as the
rotation of the cyl inder continues.
We can see that this is another example
of how informatio n for an organized
structure- in this case the drop of ink12
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ca n be dispersed through out a p hysical
medium in an unrecognizable form and
then recovered through a physical transformatio n that reSlOres the origin al structure. Bohm would say that the dispersed
ink drop has become enfolded in the Iluid,
and that when it reappears, it h as become
unfolded.

From this example we can unde rsta nd
Bohm's world view by two steps. In the
first step, we imagine that all phenomena
in the universe are enfolded in a n ultimate
physical substrate-the ground of all
being-which Bohm calls the "implicate
order:' As processes of physical transformation occur in this substrate, successive
enfolded patterns unfold and emerge in
explicit form , manifesting the "explicate
order" of our ordinary experience.
The second step in understanding
Bohm's world view is to understand his
conception of the implicate order as a
unified whole consisting of apparencly
distingu ishable paris, Accardi ng to Bohm,
although the parts see m d istinct.each part
is identical with the whole since it includes, or "e nfolds:' the whole. To Bohm
. the mosl important characteristic oru ltimate reality is undifferentiated wholeness. Athough he accepts the existe nce of
distinct parts as an aspect of the explicate
order. he regards it as incorrect to sup pose
that, on a fundamental levcl, rea lity is actuall y made up of distinct parts.
The intuitive basis behi nd this idea of
wholeness is that when informatio n is enfolded into a physical system, it tends to
become distributed uni for mly thro ughout th e system.
For exa mple, when a drop of ink is enfolded into the glycerine, the pattern of in k
from which the drop can later be recovered stretches out over a broad area. Ifwe
coul d somehow remove the ink from all
parts of this pattern except for a small region, then we would find thata dim image
of the original drop could be restored, or
unfolded, from the ink in this region

Figure 2; T he c reati on
from I ra nsccndc nlal sound vibration. Accordi ng to Vedi c I ilenltu rc.
transcenden1al sound vibrat ions pro pa ga tin g 1hrough a sub1le medium (bac kg ro und) gc nerate
universa Iglobes having the propcniesof space as we kn ow il. Similar ideas are being co nte mpl a1ed
by archiK'cts of the grand nn ifi cd theories of modern physics.

.'gurt 3 : T he genenltion of mailer. According
to Vcdic literature. after the manifes tation of
space. various forms of gross
subtk mailer
arc generated from tnmSl:cndental sound vibration. ln essence, mailer is a transformation
ofsoond vibration. This is reminiscent ofmoJcrn physi<.:s. In this fig ure we sec a hydrogen
"tom, whkh in qu antum
is represented as a vibrat ional pattern.

alone. Thus. in one sense, the enfolded
drop has been distributed over ma ny diffe rent pMtS of the glyceri ne at once.
This leads to the ideaofa continuum in
which a ll patterns ever manifest in any
part are represented equnlly in nll parts.
Speaking loosely o ne ca n say that the
whole of the continuum in both space a nd
time is present in any small part of the
continuum. By invoking qua ntum mechan ical undeFi nability. which holds that
a particle such as an electron must be deFined simultaneously as a particle and a
wave, one can then leap from this idea to
the idea of a unified entity encompassing
all space and time. in which each part not
merely represents the whole but contains
the whole and is thus identical to it.
This is Bohm's implicate order. Altho ugh it is partly based on physics. italso
clearly involves ideas that arc qu ite alien
to traditional p hysical science. In fact.
Bohm's implicate order represents an attempt to build a bridge between physics
and a metaph ysical system some call the
"peren nial philosophy."
The essence of the peren nial philosophy is that realityconsistsof a hierarchyof
levels ranging from gross matter th rough
mind, intelligence. and ego. and culminating in an all-encompassing transcendent state of absolute oneness. Many
cultures have expounded such philosophies, and Ihe most highly developed examples include Buddhism, the adl"Oila-

re(Mllla philosophy of India. Su Fiism,
Taoism. <l nd Christia n mysticism.
Though Bohm does not explicitly sayso
in his books. it is clear from published
conversations that he is tryi ng to create
a synthesis of physics and the pilrticular
form of
expou nded by the
Indian ph ilosopherKrish namurti, whose
teachings Bohm greatl y admires. Thus
Bohm's implicate o rder is motivitted by
metaphysical ideas extending far beyond
, he lim its of his reasoning .tbout physics.
The idea that "unfolded" information
ca n give rise toobservablc organized form
is based bot h on physical theory and practical examples. such as the phase conjugate mirror. But the idea that the parts of
the implicate order actually include the
whole does not arise naturall y from these
sources of inspi ration. and indeed it is
very d ifficult. if not impossible. to formulate th is idea mathemlltically.
Where. then. does this idea ultimately
come from? Boh m spea ks of insight that
comes from beyond man ifest thought.
and that may even origina te from a level
transcending the implicate order.
He emphasizes, however, that human

thought cannot grasp the unmanifest. and
he st resses the danger of becoming deluded by false insights. But if huma n
thought is nOI an adequate instrument fo r
gaining knowledge of the unman ifest,
then how will we be able to distinguish between true illld fa lse "insights"?
As we have indicated. Bohm's ideas
come from the Indian philosophical system of alh'aiw-I'edfillla, which form s one
school of thought within it diverse bodyor
tradition genera lly known as Hinduism.
According to th is tradition. transcendental knowledge can be reliably attained
through the mutual reinforcement of two
fo rms of revel.ttion: internal and external.
The externa l revelation is expressed in
scriptures.or .Msrms. which descend tothe
human level through a chain of enlightened beings, and which originate from a
tra nscendental, supremely itllelligent
source. The general term for this body of
revealed knowledge is Veda.
The internal revelation is d irectly
transmitted into the consciousness of a
spiri tui}l aspirant from th e same supreme
intell igence that introduced the Vedic
(continued on page 22)

Figurc4: T he manifestation oforganized form from iOlelligeotlydirected wavcpal1erns.ln frame I
wcsce an elastic medium capablcoftransmilling waves (the surface of a pond is an exa mp le). The
wavepauem in frame I scemschaotic, but in frame 2. which shows the wave pallern aflcra tim o: interval has elapsed. we sec that a letter A has emerged. In frame 3. representing a sligh!ly later time.
this form has disappearo:d. Still later. in framo: 4. a pallo:rn appc.Hs ro:presenting the symbol AI/III.
A<.:tually.the information for both theA ,md thcAum was enCoOed in the wave pattern offnune I.
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very clear description o f Bohm's idea of a
whole that is fully contained in each ofils
parts. Ironically, th is is part o f a series of
prayers 10 God as a sup reme person:
He is an undiffe rentiated enticy. as there
is no distinction between potency and the
possessorthereof. I n His work of creation of
mill ions of wo rl ds, His potcncy remains inseparable. All the un iverses exist in Him,
and He is present in H is fullness in every
oneofthe atoms that are scattered throughout the universe. at Olle and the same time.
Such is the primeval Lord whom I adore.

O ne might object Ihat the human mind
acting on its own could not possiblydemonstrate the truth oflhe personal conception of the supreme whole. Therefore. one
shou ld adopt a more cautious conception
thaI is abstract and impersona1. The point
can be made. however, that ally conception of the Absol ute generated by t he fi nite
mind is as mundane as any other, including both personal and impersonlll conceptions. One then may as well forego all
metaphysical speculation and restrict
one's atte ntion entirely to the manifest
world of interacting materilll energies.
But ifone does wa nt to introduce ideas
about the Absolute derived from revealed
knowledge. then the Vedic literatu resgive
concrete indication of how direct realization of this knowledge can be lIttained. Altho ugh the Supreme Lord is inaccessible
tothe mu ndane mind. the Lord wil l reveal
Himself to persons who su rrender to Him
and serve Him with love. T his. of course. is
alsoa perennial philosophical conclusion.
Back 10 Physic:;
The Absolute Truth is inaccessible to the mundane mind and senses. On th is basis. empiric philosophcrs may deny that the Absolute has form, but to beconsistcnt they should also deny the formless.
impersonal conception ofthc Absolute Truth. whil;h is equally beyond the graspoftheir material
minds. According to the Vedic literatu re, the Absolute Truth is endowed with form and personality,
and the Lord will reveal Himself to those who surrendcr to Him with love and devotion.
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(continuedfrom page 13)

s(Wrasinto the material realm. T hiscorresponds to Bohm 's idea of insight originating from a source beyond the implicate
order. In the Vedic system, however, this
insight is corroborated by the saSlras,
which are directly accessible to the external mind and senses. By accepting the
gu idanceofthe.Mstras. a spiritual aspirant
is able to discri minate between genui ne
and spurious spiritual insight. We suggest
that Bohm's metaphysical system is incomplete without some form of explicit
external revelation.
If one is goi ng to seriously seek transcendental knowledge, one should at least
theoretically accept that (I) the ultimate
transcendental sou rce of this knowledge
is ab le to communicate with human
22
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bei ngs, and (2) records of genuine communications o f this kind do exist in
hu ma n society, If this is not so, then one
has little hope of understa nding that
which lies utterly beyond the grasp of the
mind and senses.
One might therefore seriously consider
the perennia l notion that a supreme intelligence. known in the West as God, maybe
the source of the organized information
that gives rise to our ma nifes t world,
Boh m, in fact, comes very close to ad mitting the possibility of a sentient supreme
being. However, in li ne with the philosophy of alh·(lita,\willnta. he finally turns
away from this idea, declaring. '1l1ere's
nothi,ng we can do with thaI."
Simu{ullloous Onelless (lnt! Difference
It is interesting to nole that the Vedic
.UJslra entitled Brahma-smilhittl gives a

We have seen that key aspects of
Bohm's world view are based indirectly
on traditional sou rces of revealed transcendental knowledge. One might ask,
however. wh at part of his philosophy of
the implicate order can be based exclusively on physical observation and theory.
We suggest that this is limited to the
observation that macroscopic forms cll n
arise by p hysical transformations from
patterns of minute fluctuations that look
like random noise. These patterns may appear in many forms, ranging from light
Wilves to distributions of nuclear magnetic
fields. The patterns are not necessarily
spread throughout all space, but patterns
that will later give rise to distinct macroscopic events may co-exist in the same
volume of space.
We can use these observations to show
another way in which a li nk can be established between physics and metaphysics.
Ou r proposed li nk is derived from the
Vedic literature Srfmad-Bht'1gamtam. It is
the idea that the material creation is
brought abo ut and maintained through the
injection of divinely o rdered sound vibrations in to a primo rdial ma te rial

substrate called pradhlina.
According to this idea. th epradht1na is a n

eternally existing energy of the supreme
that is capable of manifesting material
space and time. the material elements. and
their va rious possible combinations. Left
to itselftheprodhdllo would manifest none
of these things. but it does so under the influen ce of intelligently directed sound vibralions generated .by the Supreme Lord.
Here the word sound is a translation o f
the Sanskrit word Sabda. Since the prodhlJllo is even more subtle th an space as
we know it. thissabda does not refer to Ofd inary sound, consisling of vib ratio ns
propagating through gross ma lter. We
will therefore interpret
here to
mean a ny type of propagating vibratio n,
however subtle.
The crclItio n of the material universes
by sound (see Figures 2 and 3) involves (I)
the generatio n of material space and time,
(2) the system atic building up ofthe su btle
and gross material elements, (3) the organization of these elements into worlds
living bei ngs, and, fin ally, (4) the continued maintenance and di rection o fthese
worlds.
Optical phase conjugation provides a n
analogy to this picture of the relation betwee n material and transcendental levels

of existence. Consider a n a rrangement in
which pictures are bei ng tra nsmitted
through a sheet of frosted glass. An observer on the receiving side would see successive images emerging from the glass
screen, but he would not be able to see the
transmitting persons and apparatus on
the other side.
Similarly, according to the Vedic conception, the material e nergy serves as a
veil of illusion, or maya, that prevents living beings in the material realm from directly perceiving God. G od is actually in
direct control of the materi al energy, but
He is manipulating it in such a way that
His presence is hidden, a nd complex patte rns of eve nts seem to u nfold simply by
material actio n and reactio n.
Let us suppose for the moment that
organized wave patterns are continually
being injected into the known physical
continuum fro m subtler levels of physical
reality. Such patterns will appear to be
ra ndom, especially if they encode info rmation for many d ifferent macroscopic
fo rms a nd sequences of events. For th is
reason they will be difficult to distinguish
from purely rando m patterns by experimental observatio n.
Thus much of the ra ndo m noise that
surrounds us m ay consist of information

forp alterns
the fu ture
to produce macroscopic results, while the
rest consists of the "enfolded" or "refolded " re mnants of p ast macroscopic
patterns. If a pattern of microscopic vibratio ns does unfo ld to produce an organized
macroscopic effect, then this will ma ke a
very striking impression if it can be
observed.
To indicate the possibilities for such a n
event, we can give a n example based on
the idea o f a wave fi eld. The surface of a
pond is a simple exa mple of such a fi eld.
The first fra me in Figure 4 shows the wave
fi eld in a n appa ren tly ch aotic state o f motio n. However, this pattern of waves contains hidden inform ation. The successive
frames show the motion of the waves (according to the wave equation) as time
passes. In fra me 2 we see that a letter A has
appeared in the fi eld. This form quickly
takes shape and dissipates, and it is
replaced in fra me 4 by the similar ra pid
appeara nce a nd disappearance of the
symbol V (Aum ). Actually the information fo r both symbols is present in all fo ur
frames of the figure.

The 77100ry of Evolution
Natu ral history is an area in wh ich the
(continued 011 page 26)

Lord Jagannatha and the Daffodils
by M athurda dasa

The sun b ro ke th rough in February
And bro ught both joy and sorrow,
For though the air was mild today,
I feared the frost to morrow.

little do they know th at here,
Upon a silke n cloth,
Behind them on my top bookshelf,
Resides Lord Jagannatha.

A spell this warm would raise the heads
Of d affodil and buttercup.
Drenched in sunlight, bathed in dew,
They'd fi gure winter's ti me was up.

DalTodils a nd buttercups
Are each a part o f HimInfinitesim al spirit souls,
As are trees and birds and men.

Sure e nough, I spied green shoots
Emerging fro m the ea rth,
Po king through the garden beds,
Arms upraised in mirth .

He is the fat her o f us all,
The frie nd fo rc'er wel.l-wishing.
The sun a nd moon are H is two eyes.
He is the sun-rapt spri ng.

With trowel and flowerpot in hand
I hu rried to the rescue,
Knowing I couldn't save them all,
Resolved to save a few.

So I've advised my d affodils
That while their sun is hiding,
They ought 10 turn around and see
Lord Jagannatha presiding.

They're up here in my office now.
Sitting o n the sills,
Looking a mite homesickFour buttercups. three d affodils.

But there they sit beside the glass,
Their faces turned away,
Their lo nging eyes upo n the clouds
That d im the light of day.

Outside it's cloudy, cold and wet,
Though not yet back to freez ing.
The d affs are waiting at the window.
They'd find some sunlight pleasing.

Winged yellow faces full y spread
To catch each golden ray,
They're gazing to ward the western sky,
Where their fri end set yesterday.

Although I know they hear me well,
The sun still has their heart;
For while q uite pretty, young, a nd gay,
They really aren't so smart.
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TECHNOLOGY
(continuedfrom page 23)
hypothesis of unfolding of subtle information has relevant applications. Since
the mid-nineteenth century, the prevailing scientific viewpoint has been that the
origin of living species can be explained
by Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection and random variation. But
there have always been prominent dissenters from this view.
In the nineteenth century A1fred Russell Wallace, the co-inventor of DaIWin 's
theory, felt that the action of some higher
intelligence was required to account for
such biological phenomenaas the human
brain. A similar point is made by Bohm,
who feels that "natural selection is not the
whole story, but rather that evolution is a
sign of the creative
As we have pointed out, Bohm regards
this intelligence as emanating either from
his implicate order or from beyond.
In the theory of creation by sound vibration that we are considering here, it is
to be expected that the forms oflivingorganisms could be generated or modified
through the effects of organized wave patterns transmitted into the physical realm
by the supreme intelligent being. This will
also be difficult to either demonstrate or
disprove empirically, because of the in-

AMAZON

(cominued from page 2/)
the jungle, however. Unable to find our
way back to thePiraiba, we wandered aimlessly for hours alongside the bank ofthe
river. Suddenly we found ourselves in an
eerie swamp,lit only by the dim lights of
thousands of fireflies. Then, in our efforts
to get out, we got stuck on a sand bar ... or
so we thought.
As I stepped out of the lifeboat to free
our craft., my leg was suddenly sucked under-quicksand! I pushed the boat desperately to free myself. Fortunately, the
devotees were able to grab me, and we
broke free. Once safely inside the boat, my
small nash light lit up the eyes of an
alligator just a few yards away. Within an
hour we had found our way back to the
Piraiba and the security it offered in the
middle of the wilderness.
On our third day up the river we came
upon our second village. Here we didn't
have time to guess aboutour reception. As
soon as we came within sight ofthe group
of thatched huts and small wooden
houses, a dozen boats from the village
came out to meet us. Newsofour last stop
had spread, and the people had come for
food and medicine. Having barely enough
26
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completeness of the fossil record and the
presumed rarity of radical transformations of species.
When evaluating a possible transformation of this kind, there will always be
the problem of making sure that the transformation is not a result of ordinary ph ysical cause and effect. To do this effectively
would require detailed knowledge about
the transformation, which would be very
difficult to obtain.
Actually both the theory of creation by
sound vibration and the Darwinian theory
of evolution are extremely difficult to test
empirically. On the physical level both
theories are dealing with phenomena that
are extremely complex and are not subject
to experimental manipulation.
The theory of creation by sound vibration involves transcendental levels of
reality not accessible to the mundane
senses, and thus in one way it is more
unverifiable than the purely physical
Darwinian theory. However, if a purely
physical theory turns out to be empirically
unverifiable, then there is nothing further
one can do to be sure about it. In contrast, a
theory that posits a supreme intelligent
being opens up the possibility that further
knowledge may be gained through internal and external revelation brought about
by the will of that being.
Of course, the dynamics of obtaining

such knowledge are different from those of
empirical, experimental science and
mathematical analysis. Insteadofforcing
nature to disclose its secrets, one surrenders to the Supreme Lord in a humble
spirit and pursues a path ofspiritu'a l discipline and divine service.
This approach to knowledge and to life
also constitutes one of the great perennial
philosophies of mankind, but it has
tended to be eclipsed in this age of scientific empiricism. To obtain the fruits of
this path to knowledge, one must be willingto follow it, and one will be inclined to
do this only ifone th inks the world view on
which it is based might possibly be true.
Establishing this possibility constitutes
the ultimate justification for constructing
theories, such as the one considered here,
linking physics and metaphysics.
Cl

medicine for ourselves, we distributed
prasadam overboard into eager hands.
As the weeks went by, we came to respect the mighty jungle that was our
home. Despite the many hazards and
austerities it imposed on us, it was God's
creation, undisturbed by man. As wild as
it was, it seemed perfectly orchestrated by
Him. Each morningas the sun rose, itsorange rays beautifully contrasted with the
deep green of the jungle and set a majestic
backdrop for the activities of the jungle's
millions of inhabitants. Our morning
classes on the bank of the river were often
visited by curious onlookers: chattering
monkeys, colorful parrots, wild boars and
buffalos. Once, a leopard studied us momentarily from a distance. Strangely
enough, we often felt at home so far from
civilization.
Winding ourwayup the river, we would
visit three or four villages a day, some with
as few as twenty inhabitants. Several times
the village leaders came back to our boat
for a vegetarian dinner and an evening of
philosophical discussion. And we would
always present them with a copy ofSrTia
Prabhupada's Bhagavad-gIUJ As Ills, ensuring that the timeless wisdom of Lord
Kr.g1a would remain behind even as we
continued on our way.
One night, halfway through the jour-

ney, disaster almost struck again. Plying
silently through the water while we were
fast asleep, our boat hit a sandbar concealed just below the surface. Everything
lurched forward, and the boat began to tip
to one side. We called out to Lord
for help. In the darkness it was difficult to
perceive our actual position, but I knew
that the river would be merciless if we capsized. Suddenly, by
current freed us, and we drifted off the
sandbar to safety.
After one month we reached our destination, Tefe. As we pulled into port, we
looked forward to some of the amenities of
civilization we knew could be found here
in this larger town, connected to the rest
of the world by a small airport. Sewing
needles, bandages, sun protection cream,
and dysentery pills were the first order of
business.
As we prepared for our return trip, I realized that I didn't regret the risks and
austerities we'd undergone. We had enjoyed the privilege and satisfaction oftakingLordCaitanya'ssarikrnana movement
to this jungle for the first time. Even as we
began ourvoyagedown the river and back
home, I look out my map and pondered
once again-were there any other regions
left in which to pioneer the mercy of Lord
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu?
Cl
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